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Abstract
This paper deals with the automatic stereo reconstruc-
tion of wide-area scenes. Its particular goal is a compu-
tationally efﬁcient method that can be performed on a per-
sonalcomputer,despitethelargeamountof datainvolvedin
the reconstruction of wide-area scenes. Robustness is con-
sidered in terms of the accuracy of the ﬁnal reconstruction,
as well as, in the context of simplifying the image acquisi-
tion process for the end-user.
1. Introduction
The large number of images and broad extent of the re-
construction volume in wide-area stereo raise demanding
computational requirements in processing power and rep-
resentation capacity, respectively. At the same time, the
increase in resolution of cameras raises corresponding de-
mands, regarding the detail of 3D reconstructions that can
be obtained with an off-the-shelf camera. Our goal is the
ability to process the large amount of data required for re-
constructinga wide-area scene on a conventionalcomputer,
while fully utilizing multiple images of arbitrary high reso-
lution.
In this context, the application of stereo methods that si-
multaneously consider all input views becomes quite com-
plicated. Thedifﬁcultiesareduetotheinabilitytoﬁttheim-
ages and 3D representation in memory, which are required
by global operations such as visibility reasoning. In the lit-
erature, wide-area scenes are treated by individually pro-
cessing stereo views and registering the partial results on a
common reference frame. A view-combination step is ap-
pliedsubsequentlytostereo,to copewiththeeffectsofview
overlap and registration inaccuracy.
Space-sweeping is an efﬁcient stereo algorithm that pro-
videsadequatelycompletereconstructionsforwell-textured
surfaces (see Sec. 2). It has been utilized in multi-view
stereoe.g.[12,20], as ameansofcopingwithlargeamounts
of data, in a timely fashion. For the same purpose several
hardware-accelerated implementations for the GPU exist,
e.g. [25, 14, 11]. In this paper, an extension to this algo-
rithm is proposed that targets its acceleration and its execu-
tion within an arbitrary small amount of memory capacity;
the extension is algorithmic and, thus, equally applicable
to a conventional or hardware-accelerated implementation.
Our additional interest in memory-conservation is twofold.
First, because processing of high-resolution images typi-
cally exceeds the available memory capacity. Second, be-
cause state-of-the-art graphics hardware has even less on-
board memory than a personal computer and, thus, the pro-
cessingofhighresolutionimagesin theGPU is notstraight-
forward.
To cope with the large number of reconstruction points,
we employed a volumetric and local view-combination ap-
proach. In order to ﬁt a ﬁnely interpolating surface to
the voxelized results of view combination, we considered
surface-ﬁtting approaches and compared them with respect
to accuracy of ﬁt and robustness to outliers.
An additional requirement in wide-area stereo is the es-
timation of camera motion. Principal approaches to hand-
held camera motion are based on tracking features in con-
secutive images of a sequence to estimate camera motion.
Images that are acquired from viewpoints densely arranged
in space and time, i.e. with a video camera [19] or multi-
ple ones [20], facilitate robust camera motion estimation,
despite inaccuracies in feature tracking. To simplify im-
age acquisition we attempted a sparser arrangement of less
viewpoints. This attempt was supported by the utilization
of (a) high resolution images (8Mpix) and (b) an experi-
mental conclusion showing that more discriminant features
can supporta sparser and less constrained“walkthrough”of
camera locations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2 related work is reviewed and in Sec. 3, the proposed
extension to the space-sweeping is presented. A memory-
conserving method to efﬁciently combine the reconstruc-
tion results from space-sweeping is proposed in Sec. 4. We
demonstrate our contributions with experiments in Sec. 5,
along with an experimentalevaluation of conditions that fa-
cilitate robust camera motion estimation. Summary and di-
rections for future research are provided in Sec. 6.
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The space-sweeping approach to stereo reconstruction
was introduced in [7], where the depth of sparse image fea-
tures (edges) was recovered, by corresponding them across
multiple images with parallel optical axes. The method uti-
lizesahypotheticalplanethatis translatedalongthe“depth”
dimension. The image featuresare backprojectedfromboth
images onto this, “reference”, plane. At a given depth, the
features whose backprojections are collocated are consid-
ered as corresponding and as to occur at that depth. The
algorithm was formulated for dense stereo [25, 14, 17], as
follows. At a given depth, the acquiredimages are backpro-
jected on the hypothetical surface and locally compared as
to visual similarity, by e.g. a correlation metric. The com-
parison evaluates the similarity of pairs of patches centered
at the same coordinatesin the backprojectedimages. It then
stores the result for each such pair in a 2D similarity image,
also at the same coordinates. For the series of similarity
values of a pixel along depth, the depth at which similarity
is maximized is an estimate of the depth of the surface in
the direction of that pixel. The output is image M, which is
called a depth map because each of its pixels indicates the
estimated depth for the correspondingspherical coordinate.
Curved alternatives of the sweeping plane have been pro-
posed in [21, 28], to increase accuracy at image periphery.
Space-sweeping is not the most accurate approach to
stereo reconstruction. A weakness of this method is that
it exhibits reducedaccuracy at the reconstructionof oblique
surfaces relative to the sweeping direction, due to perspec-
tive distortion. To cope with this issue, multiple sweeping
directions have been proposed in [10]. In order to com-
pensatefor projectivedistortionand achievebetter matches,
the backprojectionsof the acquired images are evaluated on
multiple planar surfaces that assume a range of orientations
in space and the most ﬁtting are selected [9, 4, 26] . On the
other hand, considering multiple orientations signiﬁcantly
increases the amount of computation.
Several methods have been proposed for the combina-
tion of partial reconstructions acquired by individual stereo
views (or LIDAR scanners); a comprehensive review of
“surface fusion” methods can be found in [20]. Most rel-
evant to this paper is the work in [8], which is based on a
volumetric representation, that implicitly deﬁnes the recon-
structionsurface as the zero level-set of a functionaldeﬁned
in 3D space. The method was utilized in [12] for the merg-
ing of individual stereo results. In [27], this functional was
determined by the similarity value of stereo-matching and
the Radial Basis Function (RBF) framework in [5] was uti-
lized to ﬁnely approximate the pursued zero level-set. In
a different approach [18], an error-minimization strategy
that ﬁts a surface into an unorganizedset of points was pro-
posed.
Finally, a component of a convenient approach to wide-
area stereo is the estimation of camera motion, in order
to avoid the use of marker points or additional localiza-
tion modalities. This paper partially adopts the approach
in [1, 19], which robustly utilizes the tracking of Harris fea-
tures [13] in a video sequence to estimate camera motion.
Guided by the result in [24], SIFT features [16] are utilized
instead, to establish correspondences across.
3. Extension of space-sweeping
The proposed extension to space-sweeping achieves the
following two goals. First, the ability to execute the algo-
rithm for a large image given an arbitrary small capacity
of memory. Second, the computational acceleration of the
technique. Before proceeding, notation is introduced.
The version of the technique introduced in [28] is
adopted, in which the backprojection plane is substituted
by a spherical sector S that projectively expands from the
cyclopean eye ~ o outwards. Thus, a line of sight ~ v depart-
ing from the cyclopean eye~ o is always perpendicular to the
backprojectionsurface and, as a result, the method provides
more accurate results in the periphery of the image.
The concentric instances of the backprojection sector S
at depth values dδ, where δ ∈ {1,2,3,...,n} are noted
as Sδ. The set of dδ’s values is called depth range D.
These values are exponentially increasing, so that the im-
ages’ depth granularity is fully exploited, while a minimum
number of depth values is evaluated [6]. Points on Sδ are
parameterized by an angular step of c and determined by
spherical coordinates ψ and ω. To generate sectors Si, a
corresponding sector S0 is ﬁrst deﬁned on a unit sphere.
A point ~ p = [xy z]T on S0 is given by: x = sin(ψ),
y = cos(ψ)sin(ω), z = cos(ψ)cos(ω). Its corresponding
point ~ p0 on Si is then:
~ p0 = di [Rz(−ψ)Ry(−ω)~ p +~ o], (1)
where Ry and Rz are rotation matrices for rotations about
the yy0 and zz0 axes. The backprojectionimages are locally
comparedwith a w×w correlationkernel K, which yields a
similarity score s. The strongest local maximum of s along
a line of sight indicates the estimated depth. The require-
ment of locality for this maximum introduces robustness to
spurious maxima and textureless regions. It, however, re-
quires that the previous and next values of s are recorded
for each depth and, therefore, thrice the memory capacity.
3.1. Memory conservation
Although that the pair of high resolution images may ﬁt
in memory, the use of auxiliary representations for depth,
3D coordinates, and color of reconstruction points quickly
reduce the available capacity.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed extension to space-sweeping for 3 iterations.
Memory conservation is achieved by tessellating the
backprojection surface S. Each such segment is indepen-
dently swept along depth and the results are merged into a
single depth map. An individual depth map is obtained for
each segment and, at the end, these depth maps are concate-
natedto producethe total depthmap for the image pair. The
numberof segments is determinedby the available memory
capacity and can be arbitrary large.
The tessellation procedurepartitions S into κ×κ spheri-
cal segments of equal size, which are henceforthcalled sec-
tors. It is performed along the two spherical parameteriza-
tion coordinates ψ and ω, which respectively correspond to
imagewidthandheight. Sectorsoverlapat theirboundaries,
so that the support samples for the completion of kernel K
are available and the computation of s at these locations is
possible. The amount of angular overlap, so that each point
in the depth map is computed only once, is cbw/2c.
3.2. Coarse-to-ﬁne acceleration
The proposed acceleration technique is coarse-to-ﬁne
and iterative, with N being the - a priori deﬁned - num-
ber of iterations. Iterations initiate processing from coarser
samplings of the stereo images and proceedwith ﬁner ones;
at the last iteration the original image is processed. The
method utilizes depth maps from coarser scales to acceler-
ate the computation of ﬁner ones, by restricting the evalu-
ated depth range.
At iteration i, the image area is
p
βi−N of the original
image area, meaning that in each iteration image rows and
columns are reduced by a factor of β. Thus, β determines
the rhythmof the coarse-to-ﬁneprogressionand throughout
this paper was 2. Prior to subsampling, images are Gaus-
sianly smoothed for aliasing according to β. The result of
the process is a pyramid of each stereo image. Stereo im-
ages at iteration i are noted as Ii
1,2 and their corresponding
depth map Mi.
Since the resolution of images is reduced at coarser
scales, two more modulations are introduced to sample im-
ages more efﬁciently. First, c is modulated so that the den-
sity of points on the backprojection surface adjusts in ac-
cordance to image size: ci = βN−ic. Second, the number
of the - exponentially distributed - depth values in D is in-
creased by a factor of β at each iteration: ni = βi−Nn. The
abovetwo modulationsguaranteethat all pixel samples will
be utilized, while images Ii
1,2 are not oversampled. Thus, c
is set so that at the ﬁnest scale, each pixel is sampled at least
once.
Thealgorithmicprocedureis asfollows. Inthe ﬁrstitera-
tion, the top of the pyramidis accessed and a low-resolution
M1 is rapidly obtained, due to the small number of points
on S. Due to the above memory-conservationtechnique, S
was initially tessellated into κ×κ sectors. In each iteration
thereafter, each sectors is recursively tessellated into β × β
child sectors, so that the entire partitioning scheme over all
iterations generates a tree-structure of sectors, where in the
ith iteration, (κβi−1) × (κβi−1) partitions are processed.
After the ﬁrst iteration, the depth range within which a
sector is swept is restricted, reducing the amount of the re-
quired computation. Instead of evaluating the full depth
range D, the limits for each sector are derived from the
depth values obtained for the parent sector in the previous
iteration. These limits are the extreme values of depth in
the region of Mi−1 that corresponds to the current sector.
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map of a child segment is only the
√
β of the area of its
parent sector. It is therefore quite likely to exhibit an even
narrower depth range than its parent sector - or in the worst
case the same.
Duringthecoarse-to-ﬁneprogression,therequiredmem-
orycapacitytoprocessanysectoratanyiterationis constant
and equal to the memory required for the processing of the
κ×κrootsectors (ofthe ﬁrst iteration). Therefore,thetech-
niquedoesnot demandformore memoryas the precisionof
reconstruction increases.
The method is demonstrated in Fig. 1, for 3 iterations.
On the left, the original stereo pair is shown. The rest of
the ﬁgure, shows the depth maps (top) and 3D reconstruc-
tions (bottom) in each iterations (left to right corresponds
to coarse-to-ﬁne). The depth maps show the (κβi−1) ×
(κβi−1) tessellation for each iteration (κ = 3, β = 2).
4 Application to wide-area multi-view stereo
The combination of individual reconstructions is per-
formed by a local volumetric approach, so that the data can
be partitioned. The result of this operation is 3D points and
normals, which are utilized by a surface-ﬁtting approach to
output a mesh-represented surface.
4.1 View combination
A particulardifﬁcultyin view combinationfor wide-area
stereois that typicalmemorycapacity is insufﬁcientto store
all the 3D points. An approach utilized in the literature is
to sequentially fuse depth maps obtained from consecutive
stereo pairs of a video sequence, thus retaining at any time
a single reconstruction in memory [10]. Since we wish to
utilize onlya few snapshotsof the scene, we attemptthe uti-
lization of all available views, given the limitation of mem-
ory capacity.
To overcome the increased demand in memory capacity
thattheprocessingoftheentirevolumewoulddemand,alo-
cal view combination method is applied [26]. The method
utilizes all available views and its accuracy was tested in
outdoor scenes in [29], but due to memory constraints re-
constructions were restricted in smaller spatial extents and
coarser resolutions. The method deﬁnes a functional for
each voxel in space that is based on the score of correlation
matching and extracts a reconstruction at the local maxima
of this functional. It can be therefore evaluated indepen-
dently for each voxel.
Depending on available memory capacity, the recon-
structionvolumeis tessellated into arbitrarysmall rectangu-
lar parallelepipeds, called “boxes”. By processing each box
individually, an arbitrary large reconstruction can be evalu-
ated,evenwitha small memoryspace. Between boxesthere
is an overlap, facilitating semi-local operations in the syn-
thesis of multiple views (e.g. local plane-ﬁttingetc), as well
as, the detection of local maxima of the functional near box
boundaries.
The adopted method selects a single correlation maxi-
mum along an estimated normal of the reconstructed sur-
face to combine views. Therefore the output of the pro-
cedure for each box is much smaller, in terms of memory
capacity than the input. In addition, the recovery of the sur-
face normal from the stereo images, instead of estimating
it from the 3D points, is an additional information that is
valuable in surface-ﬁtting.
4.2 Surface ﬁtting
With the reconstruction points signiﬁcantly reduced, the
ﬁtting of surfaces throughout the whole reconstruction vol-
ume is more feasible. Based on the concept in [8], we
considered two more recent approaches [5, 18] towards the
ﬁtting of an interpolating surface through scattered points
(or a “point cloud”). We note that due to utilized view-
combination combination approach, for each 3D point we
have an estimation of its normal as well.
Althoughthattheabovemethodsprovidesometreatment
of outliers and surface normals, they were developed in the
context of laser scanning and are prone to the magnitude of
errors in wide-area stereo. The work in [5] provides a treat-
ment in the availability of surface normals, however minute
errors in the direction of these normals create artifacts of
signiﬁcantly greater magnitude. The method of [18] pro-
vides of better detail with signiﬁcant time-efﬁciency, but
cannot exploit surface normals and is sensitive to outliers.
To improve our results, an outlier extraction process is pro-
posed that besides the estimated locations of 3D points con-
siders their estimated normals too.
Theproposedextension,requiresthat neighboringpoints
on a surface should have continuous normals as well. The
normal ~ νi of point ~ pi is available from the utilized stereo
reconstruction method. For each point ~ pi, we compute the
vectors from itself to its k-nearest neighbors ~ vij = ~ pj − ~ pi,
where ~ pj=1,2...,k the k neighbors of ~ pi. We then compute
the angle α between the ~ νi and ~ vij via their dot product
~ νi · ~ vij = |~ νi|| ~ vij|cosα. If the surface is planar, α should
be π/2. More generally, if the surface is assumed as locally
planar then
|α − π/2| < τα (2)
should hold. The above geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2. In
the ﬁgure, pi is an outlier point and pj is oneof its k-nearest
neighbors. Solid arrows indicate (estimated) surface nor-
mals and dashed ones vectors ~ vij. Our assumption is that
for a surface point, the above condition should hold for the
majority of its k-nearest neighbors. To model the fact that
certain outliers occur at great distance from the veridical
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lier extraction (see text).
surfaces proximity is accounted by assuming that the av-
erage distance, of an outlier to its k-nearest neighbors, is
greater than threshold τd.
To avoiddealingwith thresholdvaluesτd andτα theyare
both liberally set (e.g. τa = 20◦, τd = 5 voxels) and we de-
pend on the combined value of the two assumptions above
for the ﬁnal result. To efﬁciently retrieve the k-nearest
neighbors of ~ pi a kd-tree (k = 3) that is sorted according to
distance [2], is utilized.
5 Experiments
The main experiment in this section regards the recon-
struction of an outdoors ≈ 15m × 30m scene, from 40
images acquiredwith a Canon Powershot SLR camera. The
image resolution was 3272 × 2456 color pixels, with 216
levels of gray. In the ﬁrst 20 frames, the motion of the cam-
era was smooth. In the rest of the frames, images were ac-
quiredalong wider baselines, as the observermovedaround
the scene with greater afﬁnity. In Fig. 3, some sample im-
ages of the sequence are shown.
In the remainder of this section, the proposed extension
tospace-sweepingis experimentallyevaluated. Next, an ex-
periment in camera motion estimation compares accuracy
and robustness of the procedure with respect to the type of
tracked image features. Finally, comparative results in sur-
face ﬁtting and outlier suppression conclude this section.
5.1 Sphere-sweeping extension
Stereo views were comprised of image pairs acquired at
adjacent positions. The sphere sweeping method was uti-
lized to obtain a reconstruction from each view. The visual
angle of the spherical sectors was 90◦ × 60◦. To guaran-
tee that each image pixel was to be sampled at least once,
a depth map of a (ﬁnal) resolution of ≈ 107 pixels was uti-
lized. The number of reconstructed points was about 10%
less, on average. The depth range D was comprised of 960
depth levels, exponentially distributed in depth, w = 15,
N = 5, and κ = 3.
Due to memory limitations we were not able to execute
the conventional version of the space-sweeping algorithm
in the above conditions. For half the depth map resolu-
tion, or 1/4 of the pixels, it lasted more than 4 hours, on
a Pentium computer with 1GB of RAM. Since the com-
plexity of the algorithm is linear to the number of pixels,
the estimated time for the resolution we failed to evaluate
is about 16 hours. Utilizing the proposed sphere-sweeping
extensionfor the full imageresolution the computationtime
was constrained in ≈ 2.5 hours, depending on the stereo
pair (note that the exact amount of computation, is content-
dependent). With respect to the conventional version the
expected speedup is ≈ 7. Due to the conservative (β = 2)
coarse-to-ﬁne progression, cases where an error in coarse
scale would result to the omition of part of the reconstruc-
tion did not occur. Finally, we conﬁrmed that the ﬁne scale
resultwas identicalto thatwhichwouldhavebeenproduced
by the conventional version of the method, by performing
the latter for smaller parts of stereo pairs and comparingthe
results.
5.2 Camera motion estimation
Camera motion estimation is based on the work in [1],
as elaborated for projective geometry in [19]. The Bundle
Adjustmentprocedurein [15] was optionallyinvokedto im-
prove the estimated camera motion and structure, as a ﬁnal
post-processing step.
In the experiment, image feature detection and match-
ing was tested in two conditions: utilizing Harris and SIFT
features. In the Harris condition, matching was correlation-
based using a neighboring constraint which was based on
[30] and extended in [22] to disambiguate between sim-
ilar matches. In the SIFT condition, matching was as in
[16]. It is noted that the computation of the SIFT features
for the images required more memory than available. The
image was, thus, tessellated into patches, which were in-
dependently processed, and features from each patch were
merged. To avoid blocking artifacts, the patches were ade-
quately overlapping. Duplicate features, due to block over-
lap, were removed in merging.
The recovered camera motions for the Harris and SIFT
conditions are shown in Fig. 4. The ﬁrst observation from
the experiment was that in the SIFT condition greater base-
lines of camera motion were tolerated. In the 40-frame
sequence of the experiment, the Harris condition returned
very inaccurate results after a speciﬁc frame (20th), where
camera motion was relatively large. Increasing the spatial
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Figure 4. Estimated camera trajectory using
Harris (left) and SIFT features (right).
range of search in the Harris condition did not alleviate of
the problem. In contrast, an even greater increase in er-
ror was observed, due to the occurrence of more spurious
matches. In Fig. 7, the viewpoints of some camera loca-
tions are indicated into a colorized top view of the total re-
construction.
Thesecondobservationregardsthenumberandaccuracy
of the corresponded features. In the SIFT condition more
correspondences (about 22% on average) were established
across frames. The mean reprojection error (measured in
pixels) is shown in Fig. 5(left), as a function of time (num-
berofinputframe). TheHarris plot(dashedline)terminates
earlier than the SIFT plot, due to the error at the frame 20.
Accuracy can be also visually conﬁrmed in Fig. 5(right),
which shows the reconstructed 3D locations of the estab-
lished correspondences, in a side-view and for the two con-
ditions (top: Harris, bottom: SIFT). By observing the spa-
tial variance of these points and the considering approxi-
mately planar structure of the ground, it is concluded that
SIFT-basedcorrespondencesapproximatebetterthe imaged
surface.
We observed the same behavior in several sequences
without in any case the Harris condition performing bet-
ter. The consequent tolerance to relatively large baselines
or angle changes is important, because we wish to recon-
struct scenes from a only few snapshots instead of a video
sequence.
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Figure 5. Comparison of reconstruction ac-
curacy for the established correspondences
in the Harris and SIFT conditions (see text).
5.3 Surface-ﬁtting
After combining (see Sec. 4) the results from the 40
stereo views of the SIFT condition, we compared the
surface-ﬁtting methods in Fig. 6.
The results from the RBF interpolation [5] show that
although this method constructs smooth surfaces, the ac-
curacy of the reconstruction is seriously affected from the
presence of outlier points. In the experiments, we initially
utilized the errorbar method of this approach to introduce
tolerance against outliers and errors in surface normal es-
timations. However, the interpolating surface would create
protrusions in order to interpolate through, or near, outlier
points. We then tested the reduced method of the approach,
which was the one to perform best (shown in Fig. 6). The
technique attempts to ﬁnd a better ﬁt by reducing the num-
ber of pivot points, however oversimpliﬁes the result or ex-
hibits the same artifacts as above. Another issue with the
RBF approach was that the method would necessarily out-
put a single interpolating surface and, thus, introduce sur-
face in regions where input points would not occur.
Ohtake’s method [18] yielded more accurate reconstruc-
tions in signiﬁcantly shorter period (≈ 10×) than [5], but
was prone to outliers. In their occurrence it created “holes”
or small pyramidic structures that protruded from the main
surface, to ﬁt through remaining outliers. The proposed, in
Sec. 4.1, preprocessing step applied to the above approach,
is shown in Fig. 6, and it is observed that the proposed out-
lier suppression technique improves the result ﬁtting pro-
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of the scene. The detail images show the round structure
(on the right), which is shown in the bottom-right of frame
#14 in Fig. 3.
6 Summary and future work
In this paper an approach to wide-area multi-view stereo
is proposed that is automatic and can be performed with
of-the-shelf computational resources and materials. Our
goal is the acquisition of images from an arbitrary large
area and the automatic generation of the 3D model of the
scene, in a personalcomputer. This papercontributeson the
time-efﬁcient and memory conserving reconstructionof the
scene. In order to support a convenient image acquisition
process, it tests the possibility of acquiring a few snapshots
with a high-resolution camera. In this effort, SIFT features
facilitate a more afﬁne trajectory of the camera.
We point out that, besides acceleration, the extension of
Sec. 3 is useful for the stereo-processing of high-resolution
images,inthelimitedmemorycapacityoftheGPU. Atime-
consuming part of such implementations, is the transfer of
data from RAM to the GPU’s working memory. Given our
data-partitioning memory-conservation approach, a depth-
ﬁrst access tree-structure of sectors (see Sec. 3), is pro-
posed. This way the algorithm ﬁrst completes the process-
ing of an image region until the ﬁnest scale and, then, pro-
ceeds to the next.
A future research direction concerns larger-scale recon-
structions and the case that even the reduced capacity re-
construction,inputted to the method of Sec. 4.2, is too large
to be processed by the surface ﬁtting approach. A possi-
ble treatment would be partially ﬁt a surface in each box
and then adopt the work in [23] to “zip” the partial surface-
ﬁttings.
Giventheprogressinautomaticpanoramaextraction[3],
a relaxation of the constraint for sequential ordering of in-
putimagesincameramotionestimationcouldbeattempted.
Regarding memory-constraints in this motion estimation, a
way to adopt bundle adjustment for an arbitrary number of
frames is pursued. The method in [15], sufﬁced for the ex-
periments in this paper, but we were unable to apply it in
twice the data.
We left out of the scope of this paper the procedure
of texture mapping the output mesh surfaces. Currently a
scheme of multiple Z-buffers is utilized, to determine the
images that a 3D point is visible and assign it with the ap-
propriate color. However, inaccuracies in camera motion
estimation and photometricequalization of images give rise
to “seams” in the ﬁnal result and require further research.
Fig.7shows thevisualresult fromsucha coloringorpoints,
from a top view. For reference with the camera motion esti-
mationprocedure,markedare also the viewpointsand num-
Figure 7. Colorized reconstruction of the
scene for the SIFT condition.
bers of some frames. The large white structure on the bot-
tom is the one shown in Fig. 1. In addition, conventional
approaches to mapping texture on the triangles of a mesh
(e.g, VRML), require that all input textures are present in
memory. Since this is difﬁcult for many images a more
efﬁcient approach, which possibly utilizes only necessary
image segments, is warranted.
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